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RUG
HITTING THE RUNWAY—FASHIONABLE RUGS IN BOLD PATTERNS AND COOL COMPOSITIONS

THE

REVIEW
PRODUCED BY MARY FITZGERALD

(left to right, across spread) A purveyor of antique, vintage and new rugs, FJ Hakimian has assembled unique pieces from around the world, including this dramatic Swedish
flatweave. fjhakimian.com. Stanton’s Momentum, in a subtle Chrome colorway, is a textural Wilton weave in durable polypropylene/polysilk. stantoncarpet.com.
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1. The multidimensional Zongo and Juno rugs from Jamie Stern
are created in 100-percent New Zealand wool. jamiesterndesign.
com. 2. Los Angeles artist Brian O’Hara collaborated with
Erik Lindström on a hand-knotted artisan rug collection.
Ananda, one of four new patterns, is a complex composition
of layered words created in Tibetan wool and Mulberry silk.
lindstromrugs.com. 3. A vintage tapestry rug from Nazmiyal by
iconic surrealist Corneille depicts stylized and abstract animals
and figures. nazmiyal.com. 4. Stark’s Deco Cube rug sports
a deconstructed Art Deco motif in silk and wool. starkcarpet.
com. 5. Hand-tufted in silk, the Anastasia multicolored rug by
Roche Bobois was conceived by product designer Alnoor.
roche-bobois.com. 6. The Pipistrello rug from C&C Milano
is colored with natural pigments, available in red, green and
blue, and composed of 100-percent wool in a silk Senek knot
technique. cec-milano.com. 7. The Tribal Revival rug from Orley
Shabahang pays tribute to ancient Persian techniques in handdyed, hand-spun and hand-knotted wool. orleyshabahang.com.
8. Inspired by the midcentury modern movement, the Hollywood
collection of polypropylene rugs from Safavieh is loomed in
Turkey. safaviehhome.com. 9. Inspired by a rug in the company
archives, Hibiscus pays homage to American design and textiles
and is one of six rugs in the Billy Cotton collection for Scott
Group Studio. scottgroupstudio.com.
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1. The language of photography inspired the design of Bokeh
by Tai Ping. Hand-knotted in Nepal, the silk rug reflects the
distorted filter of light and shadow. taipingcarpets.com.
2. Nanimarquina’s Chobi rug hails from the Wellbeing collection
and is crafted with 100-percent hand-spun Afghan wool.
nanimarquina.com. 3. Centered around neutral blue and gray
tones, the Kauri rug by Lucy Tupu derives its geometric design
from vintage knitting patterns, achieved in a flatweave Tibetan
wool. lucytupu.com. 4. Sandra Nunnerley’s inaugural rug
collection for the Rug Company is architectural in design. The
crosshatch pattern of Gramercy is achieved in neutral tones of
handknotted Tibetan wool and silk. therugcompany.com.
5. Made in Nepal, Verdura from Mark Inc. is handknotted in all
silk. markinccarpets.com. 6. The Belden collection of hand-dyed
and handwoven New Zealand wool rugs by Elizabeth Eakins
can be customized in size, color and pattern. elizabetheakins.
com. 7. Abstract in style, the Dew-Relic rug by Crosby Street
Studios is shown here in blue, gold and gray wool and silk with
raised silk dots. crosbystreetstudios.com. 8. Heron is one of
Rosemary Hallgarten’s new spring colorways for its Ombré
rug collection. Handmade in Kathmandu in silk, the rug offers
a subtle hint of color. rosemaryhallgarten.com. 9. The wool
Lunar rug from Patterson Flynn Martin echoes the colors and
movement of celestial displays. pattersonflynnmartin.com.
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